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ABSTRACT

"A theoretical and experimental study to evaluate the influence

of spherical nose bluntness, of cone angle, c. g. location and Mach

number on the stability characteristics in pitch of blunt slende..r kones

has been conducted.at the USAF Aerospace Research Laboratories. A

101' half angle cone with nose bluntness ratios from .025 to . 30 was

investigated.in the ARL 20" Hypersonic Wind Tunnel at M = 14. The

small amplitude free oscillation technique was used to extract the

static and dynamic 3tabiliLy derivatives from the time history of a

planar oscillatory motion about zero trim angle of attack. The observed

effect of the nose bluntness on the stability, derivatives was quite

similar to earlier xesults with a 5. 6 half-angle cone. Again, a

severe breakdown of the damping derivatives was found for large

bluntness ratios. An estimate of the pitch-induced angles of attack for

large bluntness ratios was based on the physics of the blast wave type

flow. It was found that these induced angles differ from those

applicable for pointed cones or for small bluntness ratios where the

flow has mainly conical character. The tangent cone method in

connection with these different types of pitch-induced angles of attack

qualitatively predicts the observed breakdown of the damping

derivatives. A computer program designed by General Electric Corp.

was used to compare the ARL test results with G. E. I s unsteady flow

field theory. Reasonably good agreement was obtained. The G. E.

program was also used to calculate the effects of cone angle, c. g.

location, and Mach number on the stability derivatives of spherically

blunted cones. The earlier derived parameter C =Nec f1 -. )/24 was

found,to correlate well the effect of nose blunting on the stability

derivatives, (Oc cone half angle, = nose radius/base radius).
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NOMENCLATURE

C = c cone angle-bluntness ratio
correlation parameter

MCm q. SL pitching moment coefficient

arCmCm - 8 . static pitching moment derivative

8 Cm aCrnCm + Cm + (ci + at, damping moment derivatives

P -p
C Pq , pressure coefficient

Nose Drag

CDN - d , nose drag coefficient

d = nose diameter, ft.

f = time frequency, cyc/sec

I = transverse moment of inertia, slug ftz

K = M. tan ec , hypersonic similarity parameter

I = model length measured from center of nose, ft.

L = total model length, ft.

M = pitching moment about center of gravity, ft-lb, also
Mach number

_p
n - 2 , blunt cone pressure function

c

p = surface pressure, lb/ftz

p0  = free stream stagnation pressure, psia

q = pitching velocity, rad/sec

vii
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2
2 U•, dynamic pressure, lb/ft2

r nose radius, ft

R = base radius, ft

Rcg = radius of the flight path of the center of gravity, ft

S = R 2 r = reference area, ft2

To = free stream stagnation temperature, *R

= free stream velocity, ft/ sec

x = distance along model centerline measured from
stagnation point, ft

x= distance along model centerline measured from

center of radius of nose, ft

Xcg center of gravity location, ft

a = otatic angle of attack, rad

aeff = local effective angle of attack induced by rotation,rad

v= ratio of sipecific heats

6 = - In - , log decrement, i is the number of the cycle
1 ai

being considered

'Y +1

r , nose bluntness ratio

Oc = cone half angle, deg

p = free stream density, slugs/ft3

w = 2 y f, circular frequency, rad/ sec

viii



INTRODUCTION

In recent years much emphasis has been placed on the study of

the static and dynamic stability characteristics of both sharp and blunt
(1, 3, 9, 17, 19)

slender cones in low and high Mach number flow

Different approaches have been used to try to predict the stability

derivatives of blunted cones. In Ref. 1 the tangent cone approximation

was applied to the empirical blunt cone pressure distribution to obtain

the stability derivatives of blunt cones at zero trim angle of attack.

Reasonably good agreement was found between the theoretical and

experimental static pitching moment derivatives over the entire range

of nose bluntness ratios investigated. However, the damping

derivatives were in reasonably good agreement for small bluntness

ratios only, while the trends of analysis and experiment diverged for

increasing nose bluntness ratios(2), i.e. , for C :5 1*•. The experi-

mentally observed reduction in the damping derivatives, (Cmq + Cmi),

for a range of C values < I was, at first, thought to have been caused

by boundary layer separation resulting from the adverse pressure

gradient over the aft portion of the cone. This hypothesis was

based on the earlier experience that a strong support interference can

cause flow separation over a slender cone which, in turn, can induce

dynamic instability.

Quinn 3) subsequently applied a perturbation technique to the

blast wave-piston theory of Chernyi(4) to obtain the stability

derivatives of blunt slender cones for K -- co. His analysis applies for

values of C < 0. 5 and qualitatively agrees well with the experiments at

zero trim angle of attack, thus indicating that it is the blast wave

effect of the high drag nose which causes the observed breakdown of

che dynamic stability derivatives.

* The modified Ch~e pararneter of Ref. 1, Oc %rx7T, can be
rewritten as C 'x/I where C = 4ec (.7)/2F.
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The static and dynamic stability derivatives obtained from the

tangent cone method depend on the input for the effective angle of

attack. As for the static derivative, this input angle is the well-defined

static angle of attack. For the damping derivative, it is the angle

induced by the pitching motion. After the analysis of Ref. 3 was

available, it was logical to speculate that the pitch-induced angles of

attack may be different for the blast wave region and the conical flow

regime. It will be shown in the following that this, indeed, is true.

The tangent cone method in conjunction with these two different types

of pitch-induced angles of attack furnishes derivatives which are

qualitatively in agreement with earlier tests (ec = 5. 6") and with new

tests (Oc = 10*). The test results are also compared with the exact

characteristics solution, known as G. E. Corp. ' s unsteady flow field
(9)theory(. The observed agreement of numerical results and tests

encouraged the use of this theory for a further study of the effects of

Mach number, cone angle, and c. g. location for various bluntness

ratios. It will be seen that the cone angle-bluntness ratio parameter C,

as derived in Ref. 1, correlates well the effect of nose blunting on the

static and dynamic stability derivatives.

2



ANALYSIS

An analysis for Cm will now be developed which explains why
q

the analysis of Ref. I adequately predicts the damping derivatives for

families of blunt slender cones defined by a value of C 2 1 but fails for

C < ( For blunt slender cones, there are three different flow

regimes to be considered, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. The

parameter ec Nrx'4 is used to set the limits of the flow regimes.

This parameter is a modification of the original Cheng parameter,

(ecz/ 1c CDN) (x/d), evaluated for *, = 1.4 and CDN = 1.0. The

values chosen in Fig. 1 to limit the " blast wave" and " conical flow"

regimes are somewhat arbitrary but are based upon the character-

istics of the surface pressure over blunt slender cones and of the

shock shape.

Let us first consider the blast wave region defined by

ec N'J7 ;5 0. 5. The shock wave stands far away from the body and

has a power law shape. The layer of gas next to the body, termed the

" entropy layer" has passed through the near normal portion of the

shock and is characterized by high temperature, by low density, and

by very little change in pressure in the radial direction. Between the

" entropy layer" and the shock is concentrated the largest portion of

the mass flow bounded by the shock. As is well known, a slight

alteration of the body shape aft of a blunt nose and within the entropy

layer has no appreciable effect on the shock shape. We will use this

feature of the blast wave regime for an estimate of the pitch damping

derivative Cmq at zero trim angle of attack.

The derivative Cmq defines the pitching moment due to a

pitching motion with uniform pitching velocity, q, at constant angle of

attack. Such a motion is realized by whirling the body on an arm

around a fixed center through still air. The arm shall be connected to

3
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the body at its c. g. and the velocity of the c. g. shall be U.)

Fig. 2a shows the arm perpendicular to the body axis, i. e., for zero

angle of attack. The path of the c. g. is a circle with the radius

Rcg U= /q. For any other station at the distance x' aft of the nose:

________)"_ _ 1 I Xý -X' 1
qRg + (x'~ -X,) c f 1x cg+ cg + 2 Rcg

Specifically for the nose:

RN = Rc [1+ . X (cR 2] (2)

The circular path of the nose is "cambered" with respect to the body

axis by

URRN -Rx q cg J- K- (3)

In view of the very small curvature for q1/UO << 1, we now assume

that the curved shock is centered with respect to the circular path of

the nose. We also assume that the radial extension of the shock

downstream of the nose and the radial pressure distribution from

shock toward the shock' s centerline are the same as they would be for

a rectilinear motion of the body.

Then, for a uniform pitching motion as shown in Fig. 2a, the

shock is closer to the upper surface of the body by &R (x' ) than it

would be in a rectilinear flight at zero angle of attack and further away

from the lower surface by the same amount. Therefore, the pres-

sures for the upper and lower surfaces are different. A local normal

force and a corresponding elemental pitching moment result from this

" eccentricity" of the shock relative to the body. For an estimate of

this induced normal force we again use the analogy with rectilinear

flight conditions. At the station x' , the pitching body has the same

4
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position relative to the shock wave as a nonpitching body in rectilinear

flight at the angle of attack a = -. R/x' . If we assume that the local

pressures on the upper and lower surface are the same in both cases,

then the tangent cone method applied to the known zero lift-blunt c'one

surface pressure correlation, as outlined in Ref. 1, may be used to

predict the resulting elemental pitching moment due to the uniform

pitching motion. We, therefore, conclude that in the blast wave

regime the effective local angle of attack due to a pure uniform pitching

motion with zero trim angle of attack may be represented by

6 R/ X1 Xjj~ e ] 9 cxd ~ 5 (4)

The " conical flow" regime is defined by Ec )4-x > 0. 8.

This is the region downstream of the blunt nose where the flow has

completed the transition from blast wave type flow in the nose region

to conical flow. The shock wave is conical in shape and lies close to

the body. The shock angle and the surface pressure are essentially

the same as for a pointed cone. In a whirling-arm motion the conical

shock will remain with the rotating body, and from Fig. 2b it is seen

that, for these conditions, the local effective angle of attack due to

uniform pitching becomes

aceff(x) - " HL 4 Yd Z .ec 7T•8 (5)Rcg U L I 'c

For the range 0.5< c r 5 0. 8, the flow undergoes the

transition from blast wave flow to the conical flow, and neither of the

models discussed above is valid.

The consequences of these different types of pitch induced

local effective angles of attack can be seen from Fig. 3 where aeff per

unit of ql/ Uý is plotted versus x' /I for x' g/1 0.4. In the conical

5
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flow regime, aeff is negative in front of the c. g. and positive aft of the
c. g. for a nose-up pitching motion (q > 0). The resulting negative

and positive normal forces in front and aft of the c. g. respectively

produce a moment which opposes the nose-up pitching motion and is

therefore damping. For the blast wave regime, however, the portion
in front of the c. g. produces a greater damping moment, while the

portion aft of the c. g. produces a moment which is dynamically

destabilizing for (x' /1) < (2 xi /1) and stabilizing forcg
(x' /1) > (2 Xcg/E1). Note, if x' g/I > 0. 5,the whole rear portion

cg
produces a destabilizing moment.

In Ref. 1, the pitch damping derivative Cm was derived using
q

the blunt cone-zero lift surface pressure correlation, as given in

Ref. 6, and the tangent cone method to determine the local normal

forces due to the local effective angle of attack given by equation (5).

The resultant equation for Cm is
q

2Cmq: cg __

$[4 (-)z + • (1-) --][n +I Oc a d (6)
0

where n (Cp/ 207) represents the zero lift surface pressure correlation

as a function of ec %r-7T . However, from what is said before, the

effective local angle of attack given by equation (4) should be more

representative if the flow over the entire body is of the blast wave

type, thus giving

0

(7)In x
X n + ]e• d

Equation (7), therefore, applies for families of cones defined by

C 0. 5.
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If the flow over the rear portion is conical, then the effective

local angle of attack over this portion due to pitching is given by
equation (5). Applying this a efover the whole body, as was done in

Ref. 1, would introduce erroneous local normal forces in the blast

wave nose region and in the middle transition region. * However, the

effects on Cm will be small, since the local. normal forces are not
q

only proportional to neff but are also proportional to the local cross-

sectional area and for this reason are much smaller in the nose region

than for the rear portion of a conical body. Also, the normal forces in

the middle region make a small contribution to Cm because of the
q

short lever arm with respect to the c. g. The main contribution to

Cm is furnished by the rear portion; and the expression for Cmn
q q

given by equation (6), therefore, should give fair predictions for all

blunt slender cones defined by a family parameter, C > 1. 0.

The empirical pressure derivative function, (n + '/ Oc (On/ 8ec)),

of Ref. 1 was used to evaluate equations (6) and (7) for the 5. 6 cone

of Ref. 2 and the 10 cone reported herein, Fig. 4. The results are

shown in Figs. 5b and 6b along with the experimental results discussed

later in this report. Included are the results of the calculations using

the G. E. flow field program(9) and the results of Quinn' s blast wave

analysis(3 ). The new concept for the pitch-induced angles of attack,

developed here,in conjunction with the tangent cone method, derived

in Ref. 1, correctly predicts the trend of the experimental results for

values of C < 0. 5. The static derivatives are shown in Figs. 5a and

6a. It should be noted that in the experiments the pivot point of the

flexure was fixed relative to the base of the cone, thus causing the

xcg/1 to vary with nose bluntness ratio.

e.g. , for C = 1. 0, the lower limit of the conical flow regime

defined by 0. 8 = 0 c "fx7W = C Ix/T is at the station x/* = (.8/C)z
= 0. 64; and the uper limit of the blast wave regime 0. 5
= E) cN 7T= C Nxi/l isa t x/ . 25. .

7
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EXPERIMENT

A series of tests on a 100 blunt cone with bluntness ratios

ranging from 0. 025 to 0. 30 were run in the ARL 20" Hypersonic Wind

Tunnel. The results of these tests verify that the drastic reduction in

damping derivatives observed for ec = 5. 6 also occurs for other cone

angles, when the blast wave type flow becomes dominant, i. e. , for

C < 1.0.

A description of the wind tunnel and its operating ranges may

be found in Refs. 11, 12, and 13. A nominal Mach number of 14.2

with Po = 1215 psia and T 0o 2000'R was used for these tests.

Although the stagnation pressure and temperature used place the test
(14) (5

core in a supersaturated state, tests by Daum and Goddard•1 5'

show there is a region of allowable supersaturation for this facility.

The T0 and P for these tests placed us well within this region.

Calibration of the nozzle used showed a maximum radial Mach number

variation of + 0. 1 and an axial gradient of approximately 0. 07 per foot.

The model and the free oscillation apparatus used for these

tests were the same as those used in Ref. 10 except that the standard

nose, • = 0.0167, was replaced with interchangeable noses with

different bluntness ratios. A tabulation of the seven configurations

tested is shown in Fig. 4.

The free oscillation technique with an initial displacement angle

of, approximately 2. 8* was used. Only the zero trim angle of attack

case was tested. As in Ref. 10, the time history of the model motion

was obtained with an Optron Tracker and recorded with a Consolidated

Electrodynamic Oscillograph. At least 200 cycles were obtained for

each run.

8



The data were reduced using the equations for Cm and

(Cmq + Cmcd) ofRef.- 16, which become

m Cm 2 ~ 0-~;i~ ](9)

when the nomenclature of this report is used. Note subscript 1 indi-

cates wind-on conditions and subscript z indicates near vacuum wind-

off conditions.

The results of these experiments are presented in Figs. 6 a and

6b. In all cases except one, =0. 15, there was no apparent effect of

amplitude on the damping. However, for this bluntness ratio, which

gives a value of C =-0. 704, a definite reduction in the damping was

observed as the amplitude of oscillation decreased. This might be

attributed to the fact that the flow is more of a conical type for larger

amplitudes of oscillation. Only one flexure was used giving reduced

frequencies WL/ Uco = 0. 0154 to 0. 01 86 for the different models. The

Reynolds numbers, referrjed to length and free stream conditions~were
6 6

in the range from .42 x10 to .55 x10.
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NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The reasonably good agreement between the experimental

results and the results of the calculations made with the General

Electric Corp. computer program(9) prompted a numerical experiment

to investigate the influence of cone angle and Mach number on the

stability derivatives. This program, designed for the IBM 7094

computer, used a flow field approach combined with small perturbation

techniques to obtain the pressure and the appropriate derivatives of the

pressure acting on axisymmetric or two dimensional bodies in super-

sonic flow. These derivatives are then integrated over the surface of

the body to obtain the stability derivatives. The following table lists

the configurations for which calculations were made.

ec Mach Number cg Range • RangeL

5.6 14 0 to 0.9 0. 025 to 0.40

10 14 0. 050 to 0.40

15 14
10 8
10 20 0 to 0.9 0. 050 to 0.40

It should be noted that the G. E. program does not account for the

contribution of the portion of the nose forward of the starting

characteristic for the unsteady solution, see Fig. 7. The contribution

of this portion of the body was calculated using the Newtonian theory
(17)

developed by Fisher1, which for moderate bluntness and slender

cones can be approximated by

Cma -H2 (10)

10
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C H7

where

H= ,,

different locations of the moment reference center, xcg/L. For

0.05, the center of pressure is at the station x/L Z/r3, and the value

of xcg /L for minimum damping is 3 4. Increasing the nose bluntness

ratio moves the C. P. toward the base at first and then in forward

direction. The moment center for minimum damping, however,

steadily moves in forward direction, when t increases.

Figs. 9a and 9b are cross plots of these calculations for

Xcg/ L = 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 with the correlation parameter C used as

abscissa. The center of gravity location is seen to have little effect on

the characteristic shape of the curves. Increasing nose bluntness leads

to a deterioration of the damping derivatives beginning at C = 0. 9. At

C = 0. 6, the damping derivatives reach minimum values, which are

very close to zero. The static derivatives improve at first and reach

peak values at C z 0. 7. Further decrease of C leads to a drastic

reduction of Cm aalso.

In Figs. 10a and 10b are shown the results of these calculations

forcL and(Cm +0 an for the 5.c6% 10% and 15 cones at M= 14

and with (xcg/ L) = 0. 5. The characteristic behavior is the same for

all cones. The only region where cone angle has any significant

influence on Cm is for 0. 6 < C < 0. 8. Here we see that

increase& with cone angle. This trend is also present in the experi-

mental data. The curves for (C mq + Cmi) show that in general the

1
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influence of nose bluntness on (Cm + C is the same for all cone
q M

angles. For C > 0. 8 these calculations show that (Cmq + CM&)

increases with cone anglc; this is also verified by experiment,

Figs. 5b and 6b.

The influence of Mach number is shown in Figs. 11 a and Iib.

Here, we have plotted the calculated Cm and (Cmq + Cm.) for the 10*

cone with (xcg/L) = 0.5 and for 3 different Mach numbers. These

results indicate that, above Mach 14, Mach number has little

influence on either Cma or (Cmq + Cmi), but below Mach 14, Mach

number does influence the stability derivatives. The resultu for Mach

8 indicate that for lower Mach numbers the adverse effect of increasing

the nose bluntness on (Cm + Cm.) is not as severe as for higher Mach
q e

numbers. Fig. 12 shows a plot of (Cm + C vs Mach number for a

10* cone with • = 0.2 and (Xcg/ L) = 0.55; included are experimental

results from Ref. 18 and from present tests. The calculations are

qualitatively in agreement with experiment, showing that for this

.* bluntness ratio the damping decreases with increased Mach number.

Note that the experimental values are higher than those calculated.

12



CONC LUSION

Wind tunnel tests with air at Mach 14 and three different types

of analyses agree in describing the high Mach number effect of nose

blunting on the static and dynamic stability derivatives in pitch for

spherically blunted slender cones at zero trim angle of attack. Using

the cone angle-bluntness ratio correlation parameter C = %)c(1-t)/2,

it is shown that Cm + Cm& starts to deteriorate when C decreases

below the value of one and reaches a minimum value at C = 0. 6. The

static stability, however, is improved at first and reaches a peak

value at C 0. 7. Further decrease of C leads to a deterioration of

Cma also.

13
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